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have a few years of experience shoot-
ing traditional bows. This points to the
continued growth and popularity of
ILF bows."

In our discussions, Wert called the
interchangeability of components
from various manufacturers, "univer-
sality."  This universality allows more
individual choices.  You can shoot
Win&Win limbs on a Sky Archery riser,
or Morrison limbs on a TradTech riser,
or any combination you want to try.
The archer has total freedom of
choice. He attends many competitive
shoots each year and has an opportu-
nity to interact with accomplished
archers shooting TradTech or other
ILF bows because they can mix and
match their components.  These
archers custom fit a bow to their own
shooting style by trying different riser
and limb and even different grip com-
binations based on their individual
needs. They might be 3-D shooters in
the summer months and bowhunters
in the fall.  They can easily have one
setup optimized for 3-D shooting and
another for bowhunting.  

To help facilitate this mixing and
matching of ILF components,
TradTech offers eight ILF risers as well
as six models of ILF limbs.  The people
at TradTech feel that by offering so
many options, they can fill the needs
of any bowhunter out there who has
an interest in hunting with a tradition-
al bow with the ultimate in adjustabil-
ity.

In keeping with this strategy of
offering end-users plenty of options,
Sky Archery offers four ILF risers;
three hunting models, the TDX 15" &
17" in aluminum and the TDX 17" in
wood, and one target model, the
Conquest Advantage 25". There are
five lengths of limbs from 22 to 26
inches to make bows from 54 to 72
inches.  By mixing and matching vari-
ous risers and limbs, archers and
bowhunters can create just about any
bow imaginable.

Who is buying ILF bows?  This was
very interesting to me because I knew
that ILF bows were popular, but the
extent that manufacturers are going to
make them desirable to all shooters is
enlightening.  There are ILF bows suit-
able for everyone. Even though cer-
tain customer types are being targeted

by the manufacturers, we're seeing
cross-over purchasing from all three
main categories.  Compound shooters
are trying out traditional, long time
traditional shooters are embracing
the advantages ILF bows offer, and
new-to-the-sport shooters that are
lucky enough to have local archery
shops that will take the time to explain
the advantages of the ILF system are
taking the plunge as well.

For the compound shooter that
likes the high-tech look and feel of the
compound but is looking to enter into
the traditional realm Sky Archery
offers their TDX 17".  It's very modern
looking and it's available in Lost
Camo, so it has an familiar look to
these shooters, sort of like a com-
pound with no wheels.  This unique
bow sports grip options that feel just
like the grips found on many com-
pounds today and they've incorporat-
ed the Mathews dampening system
for vibration control.  The riser
includes dual plunger holes which
allows the option of shooting arrows

with feathers off the shelf or shooting
an elevated rest so vanes or feathers
can be used.  This means a compound
shooter will have an anti-torque grip
that feels familiar, weight and tiller
adjustability and excellent tuneability
in the bow, and he can oftentimes
start out shooting the same arrows he
was already shooting.  The TDX-17
also comes equipped with all the nor-
mal accessory bushings as well so the
same sights, quivers, and even stabi-
lizers can be used.  It's a great concept
that has been well received by com-
pound shooters and pro shops alike.
Interestingly enough, some long time
traditional shooters are also attracted
to this bow because of its versatility.

You'd think that most of the sea-
soned traditional shooters, who are
normally into the rich warm feel and
the natural connection with wood
would really only be interested in the
all-wood ILF bows.  We do find that
many are, but some folks offering ILF
risers in aluminum are reporting that
many of their old timers are opting for

Sky Archery offers ILF bows that appeal to archers interested in the high-tech side of ILF
hunting bows, serious 3-D tournament bows, and even competitive target archery bows.

        












